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ABSTRACT: WintertimeUral blocking (UB) has been shown to play an important role in cold extremes over Eurasia, and

thus it is useful to investigate the impact of warming over the Barents–Kara Seas (BKS) on the behavior of Ural blocking.

Here the response of UB to stepwise tropospheric warming over the BKS is examined using a dry dynamic core model.

Nonlinear responses are found in the frequency and local persistence of UB. The frequency and local persistence of the UB

increase with the strength of BKS warming in a less strong range and decrease with the further increase of BKS warming,

which is linked to theUB propagation influenced by upstream background atmospheric circulation. For a weak BKS warming,

the UB becomes more persistent due to its less westward movement associated with intensified upstream zonal wind and

meridional potential vorticity gradient (PVy) in the North Atlantic mid-high latitudes, which corresponds to a negative height

response over the North Atlantic high latitudes. When BKS warming is strong, a positive height response appears in the early

winter stratosphere, and its subsequent downward propagation leads to a negative NAO response or increased Greenland

blocking events, which reduces zonal wind and PVy in the high latitudes from North Atlantic to Europe, thus enhancing the

westward propagation ofUB and reducing its local persistence. The transition to the negativeNAOphase and the retrogression

of UB are not found when numerically suppressing the downward influence of weakened stratospheric polar vortex,

suggesting a crucial role of the stratospheric pathway in nonlinear responses of UB to the early winter BKS warming.
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1. Introduction

In the recent two decades, the Barents–Kara Seas (BKS)

show the most pronounced Arctic warming in the cold season

in observations (Cohen et al. 2014; Shepherd 2016) and climate

simulations (Sun et al. 2016; Ogawa et al. 2018). The BKS

warming shows bottom-heavy warming extending into the

midtroposphere in reanalysis (e.g., Screen and Simmonds 2010;

Walsh 2014), coupled model simulations with the historical

forcing (Smith et al. 2017), and representative concentration

pathways (e.g., Deser et al. 2015;Wu and Smith 2016; Sun et al.

2018; Dai and Song 2020). The era of BKS surface temperature

rise related to sea ice concentration (SIC) decline coincides

with an increase in cold extremes over midlatitude Eurasia

(e.g., Overland et al. 2011, 2015; Outten and Esau 2012; Liu

et al. 2012; Francis and Vavrus 2012). The causality between

the midlatitude cold anomalies and Arctic warming or sea ice

loss has attracted much scientific interest (e.g., Vihma 2014;

Cohen et al. 2014, 2020; Overland et al. 2016). The interest is

driven by the emerging evidence that BKS warming or sea ice

loss dynamically forces the mid–high-latitude atmospheric

circulation on interannual and subseasonal time scales (e.g.,

Honda et al. 2009; Inoue et al. 2012; Tang et al. 2013; Kim et al.

2014; Cohen et al. 2014; Luo et al. 2016; Yao et al. 2017; Luo

et al. 2018, 2019a). However, enormous disagreement exists

among modeling studies on whether Arctic sea ice affects the

mid–high-latitude circulations and temperatures (e.g., Mori et al.

2014, 2019; Kug et al. 2015; Sun et al. 2016; Blackport et al. 2019;

Peings 2019; Xu et al. 2019; Dai and Song 2020). The divergence

could be partially owing to different magnitudes of Arctic sea ice

loss (Overland et al. 2016; Screen et al. 2018) because the mean-

state atmospheric circulation response to different magnitudes of

Arctic sea ice loss is highly nonlinear (Petoukhov and Semenov

2010; Peings and Magnusdottir 2014; Semenov and Latif 2015).

Ural blockings (UBs), persistent anticyclonic anomalies

around the Ural Mountains, significantly influence cold

anomalies over Eurasia by cold air advection, particularly for

persistent and quasi-stationary UBs (Luo et al. 2016; Yao et al.

2017; Chen et al. 2018). The importance of UBs in the warm

BKS–cold Eurasia pattern has been widely suggested (e.g.,

Mori et al. 2014; Overland et al. 2015; Luo et al. 2016, 2018,

2019a; Tyrlis et al. 2019, 2020; Siew et al. 2020). It has beenSupplemental information related to this paper is available
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hypothesized that the BKS sea ice loss drives increased Ural

blocking (e.g., Luo et al. 2016; Yao et al. 2017; Overland et al.

2016; Cohen et al. 2020). In Figs. 1a, 1b, 1d, and 1e, persistent

and quasi-stationary UBs are associated with less SIC over the

BKS, which is in line with the results of Yao et al. (2017) and

Luo et al. (2018). However, a recent UB event in December

2011 appears to move westward rapidly when BKS SIC is ex-

tremely low (Figs. 1c,f). This implies that the extremely low

BKS SIC seems to suppress the local persistence or quasi-

stationarity of UB, suggesting that there is a nonlinear rela-

tionship between the extent of BKS SIC and UB. Although

Luo et al. (2016) and Yao et al. (2017) found that the BKS

warming with less BKS SIC can increase the persistence and

quasi-stationarity of UB, how the varying BKS warming, in-

cluding extreme BKS warming with extremely low BKS SIC,

influences the UB is not clarified in previous studies. Thus, it is

useful to investigate the nonlinear response of UB to the

different extent of BKS SIC or varying BKS warming in the

present study. To address this question, we use a BKS warming

instead of BKS SIC decline when a dry dynamical core model is

used because the BKS SIC decline corresponds to BKS warm-

ing. Using this dry dynamical core model with a prescribed BKS

warming, the variations of wintertime UB in response to dif-

ferent strengths of BKS warming are examined in this paper.

In this study, many new findings are revealed. It is found that

the UB shows a nonmonotonic and nonlinear variation in re-

sponse to different strengths of BKS warming. When BKS

warming is less strong, the UB tends to be more persistent and

quasi-stationary as the strength of BKS warming increases. In

this case, the stratospheric process barely affects tropospheric

circulation. Conversely, when BKS warming is strong, the

downward influence of the stratosphere generates a negative

North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO2) response and plays an

important role in the change of UB, specifically enhancing its

FIG. 1. Time–longitude evolution of composited daily Z500 anomalies [color shadings; contour interval (CI)5 20 gpm] averaged over

508–758N and background SIC anomalies (%) for the UB events with (a),(d) high, (b),(e) low, and (c),(f) extreme low background BKS

SIC in 2011winter. TheUBevents with high (low) background SIC are definedwhen the backgroundBKSSIC anomalies is above (below)

0%, and UB events with extreme low BKS SIC are defined when the background BKS SIC anomalies are below 215%, where SIC

anomalies are calculated relative to the climatology for 1979–2001. Lag 0 denotes the peak day and negative lag days refer to days prior to

the peak of UB event. The SIC averaged from lag230 to lag210 is defined as background SIC for UB events. Black thick line denotes the

value of 50 gpm in (a) and (b) and denotes the value of 160 gpm in (c). Stippling in (a)–(c) and shading in (d)–(f) denote the statistically

significant region at the 95% confidence level using the Student’s t test.
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westward movement and reducing its persistence. This study is

the first report of nonlinear UB response to BKS warming via

stratospheric processes.

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we describe

the blocking identification method, the numerical model, and the

experimental setup. Section 3 presents the model results about the

UB changes in frequency, local persistence, and movement in re-

sponse to different strengths of BKSwarming. The linkage between

theUBchangeand thebackgroundcirculation response is examined

in section 4. Section 5 discusses the influence of the stratospheric

processes associated with BKS warming on tropospheric circulation

and UB. Conclusions and discussion are presented in section 6.

2. Method, model, and experiments

a. Blocking identification

As noted by Luo et al. (2016), BKS warming or SIC decline

can significantly influence theUral blocking. Thus, in this studywe

use a hybrid two-dimensional blocking index of Dunn-Sigouin

et al. (2013), which considers the change of the blocking size.

Before applying the blocking identification algorithm, the

deviation of the 500-hPa geopotential height (Z500) from its

climatological mean and seasonal cycle is considered as the

Z500 anomaly for each experiment. We calculate the standard

deviation (STD) for the daily Z500 anomalies north of 308N
during a 3-month moving window. If a horizontal area con-

sisting of instantaneous Z500 anomalies greater than 1.5 STDs

has aminimum scale of 2.53 106 km2, it may be identified as an

instantaneous blocking area. Next, a reversal of Z500 meridi-

onal gradient is required on the equatorward side of maximum

Z500 anomalies within the instantaneous blocking area. The

instantaneous blocking areas in two successive days are con-

sidered as belonging to one blocking if their overlap is greater

than 50%. Otherwise, they are considered as belonging to

different blockings. A blocked day at a grid point is defined

when this point is within the instantaneous blocking area of a

blocking. Winter blocking frequency at each point is calculated

in terms of the percentage of blocked days in total days of winter

[December–February (DJF)] at this point. A blocking event is

identified if the daily maximum Z500 anomaly of instantaneous

blocking areas persists at least five days in a region (308–908E
and 508–758N for Ural blocking or 908–308W and 508–758N for

Greenland blocking). The duration of the blocking event is de-

fined as the total days of the maximum Z500 anomaly of in-

stantaneous blocking areas staying within the region.

b. Model and its blocking representation

The numerical model we used here is a dry dynamical core

model developed by Wu and Reichler (2018, hereafter WR18)

based on the primitive equations of motion and temperature. In

this model, a Newtonian term is relaxed to the target radiative

equilibrium temperature, and the Rayleigh damping is used to

represent boundary friction. The WR18 model has a realistic

topography and a zonally asymmetric equilibrium temperature

profile obtained from the ERA-40 reanalysis (1958–2001) using

an iterative approach by Chang (2006). We run the model with a

seasonal cycle, a horizontal resolution of T42, and 40 vertical

levels from the surface to 0.01 hPa. Outputs of the default run

show that the DJF-mean wind and stationary waves are close to

the climatological states in ERA-Interim reanalysis (Dee et al.

2011) during 1979–2001 (Fig. S1 in the online supplemental

material).

We compare the winter blocking frequency in the WR18

model, ERA-Interim, and 18 models in phase 6 of the Coupled

Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP6) to indicate that the

WR18 model can capture the structure and characteristics of

blocking in the Northern Hemisphere. The description of the

CMIP6 models is given in supplemental Table S1. As shown in

Fig. 2a, the WR18 model shows an acceptable ability to sim-

ulate the blocking frequency around the Ural Mountains,

compared with many state-of-the-art CMIP6 models we ana-

lyzed here. The event duration and frequency of UB events in

ERA-Interim can be well reproduced by the WR18 model as

seen from Fig. 2b, thus suggesting that there are many simi-

larities between simulated and observed UBs in many aspects

including dynamical processes. However, a large difference

with the observed one is that the WR18 model overestimates

the blocking frequency over Arctic high latitudes, especially

over BKS (Figs. 2c,d), but it can crudely simulate the blocking

frequency over the Ural region although slightly lower than

the observed. Perhaps such an Arctic high-latitude difference

is attributable to the northeastward extension of the North

Atlantic jet and the weak Eurasian stationary ridge in the

WR18 model (Fig. S1). Even so, it is feasible to use the WR18

model to examine how different strengths of BKS warming

affect winterUBs because our emphasis is mainly placed on the

behavior (changes in frequency, duration or local persistence,

and movement) of UB.

c. Experiments

We put an additional heating rate into the radiative equi-

librium temperature profile with an approach following pre-

vious studies (e.g., Zhang et al. 2018b):

›T

›t
5 � � �k21

T fT2 [T
eq
(l,f,s, t)1TBKS

eq (l,f,s, t)]g, (1)

where kT is the Newtonian relaxation time, l is longitude, f is

latitude, s is sigma level, t is the time in month, Teq is the

control radiative equilibrium temperature profile varying with

month, and TBKS
eq is the perturbed radiative equilibrium tem-

perature profile representing BKS warming. Here TBKS
eq is ex-

pressed in an analytical form:
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where fS 5 658N, fN 5 908N, lW 5 08, lE 5 1208, p 5 max

[(fN2fo)/908, (f02fS)/908], q5 (lE2 lW)/1808, and t05 11,

indicating that the BKS heating is maximized in November at

the BKS surface and remains relatively strong in December

and January (see Fig. 3), which is referred to as the early winter

BKS warming hereafter. In Eq. (2), TBKS
Max is the maximum

heating strength, and a, b, and c describe the zonal extent,

meridional extent, and vertical extent of the idealized heating,

respectively; we set a 5 4, b 5 2, and c 5 3 following Wu and

Smith (2016) and Zhang et al. (2018a). When altering the value

of c from 3 to 5, the heating strength decays faster with height,

representing a shallower BKS warming (Fig. S2). Some results

of shallower warming simulations are shown in the supple-

mental material.

To examine the response of UB and its sensitivity to the

strength of BKS warming, we only alter the value of TBKS
Max in

Eq. (2) in our experiments. Eight perturbation experiments are

performed with TBKS
Max 5 25, 50, 75, 100, 150, 175, and 200K,

which are referred to as T25, T50, T75, T100, T125, T150, T175,

and T200, respectively. The relaxation time scale is about

25 days near the surface of the BKS (see Jucker et al. 2014),

corresponding to the maximum surface heating rates ranging

from 1 to 8Kday21 in our perturbation experiments (Fig. 3a).

For comparison, we define TBKS
Max 5 0 as the control experiment

(CTRL). Deviations of the warming experiment from CTRL

are defined as the responses to BKS warming. In our subse-

quent discussions, a positive (negative) Z500 response is de-

fined as the positive (negative) Z500 anomaly in response to

BKS warming compared to CTRL. The BKS warming shows

maximal heating over the BKS surface (Fig. 3b) that decays

with height and extends to the midtroposphere for T125, T150,

T175, and T200 (Fig. 3c), resembling the bottom-heavy Arctic

warming with deep vertical structures in observations (e.g.,

Screen and Simmonds 2010; Walsh 2014) and fully coupled

simulations (e.g., Deser et al. 2015; Smith et al. 2017; Dai and

Song 2020). The imposed heating for T50 (T150) experiment

approximately represents the observational BKS warming

during 2000–10 (2011–18) (Fig. S3). During the winter of 2011,

when the extremely low BKS sea ice and west-shifting UB

appears, BKS warming also exhibits a deep vertical extent

FIG. 2. (a)Winter blocking frequency averaged from 508 to 758N for ERA-Interim (black dotted line), theWR18

model (black solid line), and individual CMIP6models (gray lines). The green box highlights the longitudes around

the Ural Mountains (308–908E). (b) Duration and frequency of the UB event for ERA-Interim and CTRL

(interquartile ranges are given by whiskers). Also shown is winter blocking frequency (contours and colors; %) for

(c) ERA-Interim reanalysis (1979–2000) and (d)WR18 (50 winters). The green box denotes the region aroundUral

Mountains (308–908E, 508–758N).
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(Fig. S3). Thus, the strong and deep BKSwarming experiments

may help us understand the mechanisms of westward-shifting

UBs associated with strong BKS warming.

To separate the influences of the tropospheric process and

stratospheric process on the overall mean-state response and

blocking response, we conduct two additional sets of experi-

ments with a nudging method (e.g., Simpson et al. 2013;

Nakamura et al. 2016; Wu and Smith 2016; Zhang et al.

2018a,b). The nudging method we used is the same as that in

Wu and Smith (2016) but with a nudging time scale of 6 h. The

first set has three nudging experiments with BKS warming the

same as in T50, T100, and T150, respectively, but their zonal-

mean stratospheric circulations are all nudged toward CTRL.

More specifically, we first calculate the multiyear climatology

of CTRL outputs on 365 calendar days as a reference state.

Then we run the model with BKS warming and nudge the

zonal-mean vorticity, divergence, and temperature toward

the reference state on the same calendar day at every time

step in the stratosphere. In this way, the stratospheric influ-

ence on the troposphere is suppressed, leaving the tropo-

spheric process, which mainly includes the adjustment of

tropospheric atmospheric circulation to diabatic heating.

Thus, according to the warming strength change, the first set

of nudging experiments are referred to as T50_T, T100_T,

and T150_T, where the capital T denotes the tropospheric

pathway only.

The second set includes three nudging experiments without

BKS warming, in which the zonal-mean stratospheric circula-

tions are nudged toward the multiyear climatology of T50,

T100, and T150 on 365 calendar days, respectively. In this case,

the tropospheric response only results from the downward in-

fluence of the imposed stratospheric changes related to BKS

warming. Accordingly, these experiments are referred to as

T50_S, T100_S, and T150_S, where the capital S denotes the

stratospheric effect only. In addition, we conduct a run without

BKS warming and nudge its zonal-mean stratosphere toward

the seasonal climatology of CTRL. This run is referred to as

CTRL_N, where the capital N denotes nudging. The difference

between CTRL_N and CTRL represents the biases caused by

nudging (Nakamura et al. 2016). We will analyze the deviation

of the nudging experiments fromCTRL_N instead of CTRL to

avoid the nudging biases.

FIG. 3. (a) Temporal evolution of the maximum strength of heating imposed in Barents–Kara Seas for each

experiment. (b),(c) Color shadings represent horizontal (at the lowest layer) and vertical–latitude (averaged over

308–908E) distributions, respectively, of a DJF-mean imposed heating (K day21) for T100, and the black line

represents the 0.8 (K day21) contour for the imposed heating in each experiment.
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Table 1 lists the experiments we will analyze in the following

sections. Each experiment is integrated for 55 years, and the

last 50 winters are used to calculate the equilibrium results.

3. Nonlinear blocking response to BKS warming

To examine the impact of the different strengths of BKS

warming on blocking, we first calculate the difference of winter

blocking frequency between BKS warming experiments (T25,

T50, T75, T100, T125, T150, T175, T200) and CTRL (Fig. 4). It

is found that the blocking frequency over the Eurasian–

Atlantic sector varies with the strength of BKS warming. A

positive response of blocking frequency appears over the Ural

region (green box) with weak BKS warming (T25) and in-

creases with the strengthening of BKS warming from T25 to

T50 (Figs. 4a,b). Thereafter, it extends westward and shifts

gradually to the North Atlantic or Greenland when the BKS

further warms, eventually leading to a decreased blocking

frequency over the Ural region and an increased blocking

frequency over Greenland or North Atlantic in the extreme

warm cases (Figs. 4c–h). These results also hold in the exper-

iments with shallower BKS warming (Fig. S4).

To understand the varying response of blocking frequency,

we show the event number per winter, the event duration, and

the domain-averaged blocking frequency over the Ural region

(Fig. 5a) and Greenland region (Fig. 5b) as a function of BKS

warming in these experiments. We find that the event number

of UBs (gray bar in Fig. 5a) is about 1.6 events per winter and

almost independent of BKS warming strength, whereas the

duration of UB (blue line in Fig. 5a) shows a nonmonotonic

variation with the strengthening of BKS warming. It increases

from about 8 days in CTRL to about 10 days in T50, and then it

decreases with the further warming BKS until less than 7 days

in T200. The variation of the UB duration resembles the var-

iation of the domain-averaged UB frequency (red line in

Fig. 5a), implying that the change of the UB frequency in re-

sponse to different strengths of BKS warming is mainly at-

tributed to the change in event duration rather than event

number. In contrast, the duration of the Greenland blocking

(GB) event (blue line in Fig. 5b) does not significantly depend

on the strength of BKS warming, but the event number of GBs

(gray bar in Fig. 5b) first decreases slightly and then increases

with the strength of BKS warming, showing a change in a

similar way to the domain-averaged blocking frequency (red

line in Fig. 5b). Thus, different from UB, the variation of the

blocking frequency over Greenland is mainly attributed to

the change in GB event number rather than its duration. The

above results decompose the change in blocking frequency in

Fig. 4 into event duration and event number changes, indicat-

ing that while a less strong BKS warming favors long-lived UB

events, a strong BKS warming tends to shorten the event du-

ration of UB but increase the event numbers of GB. Similar

results are found when using different duration thresholds in

blocking identification (Fig. S5).

Next, we consider T50, T100, and T150 as the weak, medium,

and strong cases of BKSwarming.We show the time–longitude

evolution of daily Z500 anomalies averaged over 508–758N for

UB events in CTRL, T50, T100, and T150 (Figs. 6a–d), where

lag 0 denotes the peak day of UB. In T50, the UB has less

westward movement and hence has a longer duration within

the Ural region (Fig. 6b) relative to CTRL (Fig. 6a). In T100

(Fig. 6c) and T150 (Fig. 6d), UB becomes less persistent and

shows a stronger westward propagation than CTRL. In Fig. 6e,

we further show the time–longitude variations of themaximum

daily Z500 anomalies for UB events in CTRL and all BKS

warming experiments. It is found that UB propagates westward

in all cases, but the speed of the propagation depends on the

strength of BKSwarming. TheUBevents in T50 and T75 become

stationary and almost stay over the Ural region during its entire

life cycle, resulting in the longer local persistence over the Ural

region. However, when BKS warming is stronger (from T100 to

T200), the westward propagation of UB outside the Ural region

becomes faster. This leads us to conclude that theUBpropagation

shows a strong nonlinear behavior in response to the stepwise

increase of BKSwarming.We also find that the notable westward

propagation of UB mainly takes place west of 308E, suggesting
that the background condition in the upstream side of 308E may

play an important role in the westward propagation of UB.

4. Physical mechanism of nonlinear responses of Ural
blocking

Given the importance of the change in blocking propaga-

tion, next we will use the phase speed of blocking to diagnose

the mechanism of the change in blocking propagation under

different BKS warming conditions.

TABLE 1. The experiment design we analyzed in this model study.

Experiment name Idealized heating Nudging description

CTRL — —

T25, T50, T75, T100, T125, T150,

T175, T200

As in Eq. (2) with maximum heating

strength of 25, 50, 75, 100, 125, 150, and

200K, respectively

—

T50_T, T100_T, T150_T As in Eq. (2) with maximum heating

strength of 50, 100, and 150K,

respectively

Nudging the stratospheric zonal mean

state toward CTRL

T50_S, T100_S, T150_S, and CTRL_N — Nudging the stratospheric zonal mean

state toward T50, T100, T150, and

CTRL, respectively
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a. Nonlinear phase speed of blocking

Yeh (1949) considered the atmospheric blocking as a linear

Rossby wave packet. In this theory, the propagation or

movement of blocking can be interpreted as the time variation

of the position of its maximum anticyclonic anomaly. In a

slowly varying zonal basic flow, the phase speed of linear

barotropic Rossby wave can be obtained as

C
P
5U2

PV
y

k2 1m2 1F
, (3)

whereU and PVy5 zy1 b1 FU are the zonal basic-state wind

and the meridional gradient (PVy) of potential vorticity of the

background circulation respectively, zy 5 ›z/›y is the meridi-

onal gradient of background relative vorticity z, b is the me-

ridional gradient of the Coriolis parameter at a given reference

latitude, k and m are zonal and meridional wavenumbers, re-

spectively, and F5 (1/Rd)
2, whereL is the characteristic length

(;1000 km) and Rd ; 1000 km is the radius of Rossby defor-

mation. The parameters k,m, andF are approximate constants,

because the horizontal size and geographical location of the

UB barely change among the experiments (Fig. S6).

Because the linear phase speed CP in Eq. (3) is positive for a

small-amplitude wave in a relatively strong westerly wind, it

cannot explain why blockings with large amplitudes propagate

westward because it ignores the effect of the blocking ampli-

tude on the phase speed of blocking (Luo 2000, 2005; Luo et al.

2019b). To better describe the blocking propagation, a non-

linear phase speed formula that takes the large amplitude of

blocking into account has been proposed based on the non-

linear multiscale interaction model of blocking by Luo et al.

(2019b). This nonlinear phase speed CNP of blocking can be

expressed as

C
NP

5C
P
1C

N
5U2

PV
y

k2 1m2 1F
2

d
N
M2

0

2kPV
y

: (4)

The term CN 52dNM
2
0/(2kPVy) represents the nonlinear part

of CNP and reflects the blocking amplitude–induced phase

speed (Luo et al. 2019b), where dN is a positive constant as

given in the appendix and dN/PVy represents the nonlinearity;

M0 5cmax/(2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2/Ly

p
) denotes the amplitude of blocking, with

cmax and Ly representing the maximum streamfunction

anomaly and meridional scale of blocking anomaly respec-

tively. We can calculate cmax using the maximum amplitude of

blocking anticyclonic anomaly. When the blocking amplitude

M0 is small,CN 52dNM
2
0/(2kPVy) is small such thatCNP’Cp.

In this case, Eq. (4) reduces to Eq. (3). When the blocking

amplitude M0 is not small, the amplitude of blocking can in-

fluence the propagation. In this case, the role of PVy in

CN 52dNM
2
0/(2kPVy) is opposite to that of PVy in 2[PVy/

(k2 1 m2 1 F)]. This explains why large-amplitude blocking

always moves westward (Luo 2000; Yao et al. 2017). In the

linear phase speed formula Eq. (3), a small PVy tends to favor

the eastward propagation of blocking. In contrast, in the

nonlinear phase speed formula Eq. (4), a small PVy favors

the retrogression of blocking even in the small blocking

amplitude limit.

FIG. 4. Spatial distributions of the DJF-mean blocking frequency

response to different strength of BKSwarming for (a) T25, (b) T50,

(c) T75, (d) T100, (e) T125, (f) T150, (g) T175, and (h) T200 ex-

periments minus CTRL (color shadings; %, the percentage of

blocked days in winter). The green box denotes the Ural region

(308–908E, 508–758N). Stippling denotes the statistically significant

region at the 95% confidence level using the Student’s t test.
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b. Response of background circulation to BKS warming

As noted above, whilemost of the parameters in Eqs. (3) and

(4) are constant across the experiments, the upstream back-

ground zonal wind (U) and the associated meridional back-

ground potential vorticity gradient (PVy) are two critical

factors influencing the propagation of UB. Thus, we calculate

theDJF-mean response ofU and PVy, as well as the corresponding

response of geopotential height at the 500-hPa level. Here we

remove blocking days from lag 210 to 10 days before calcu-

lating the DJF-mean states to exclude the influence of UB

events on the DJF-mean background state.

FIG. 5. Frequency, event duration, and event number of (a) UB

and (b) GB as a function of the strength of BKS warming. Red

shading with dots represents the domain-averaged blocking fre-

quency averaged over 308–908E, 508–758N for UB and 908–308W,

508–758N for GB (%), blue shading with dots represents the event

duration (days), and gray bars denote the event number per winter.

Interquartile ranges are given by color shadings and whiskers. The

duration differences between CTRL and other experiments in

(a) are significant at the 95% confidence level using the Student’s

test, except for T100 and T125; also, the event number differences

between CTRL and other experiments in (b) are also statistically

significant, except for T25 and T50.

FIG. 6. Time–longitude evolution of composited daily Z500

anomalies (color shadings; CI 5 20 gpm) averaged over 508–758N
for the UB events in (a) CTRL, (b) T50, (c) T100, and (d) T150.

(e) Longitudinal location of the daily maximumZ500 anomaly as a

function of time for each experiment. Lag 0 denotes the peak day

and negative lag days refer to days prior to the peak ofUB event. In

(a)–(d), the black thick line denotes the value of 100 gpm, and the

green line denotes the daily trajectory of the maximum Z500

anomaly for UB events. Stippling denotes the statistically signifi-

cant region at the 95% confidence level using the Student’s t test.
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The responses of background states for T50, T100, and T150

are shown in Fig. 7. It is found that for a weak warming case

(top of Fig. 7), the background U (Fig. 7a) and PVy (Fig. 7d)

decrease north of 508N, especially in the east of 608E over

Eurasia, but increase slightly over the North Atlantic and

Europe (yellow box in Fig. 7), which corresponds to a wave

train in Z500 response (Fig. 7g). This wave train is character-

ized by a negative Z500 response in the northeast of North

FIG. 7. DJF-mean (a)–(c)U500, (d)–(f) 500-hPaPVy, and (g)–(i) Z500 response for (top)T50, (middle) T100, and (bottom)T150 compared

to CTRL. These figures are plotted with color shading and contours with a thick zero line and CI 5 0.5m s21 in (a)–(c), CI 5 2 3 1026

PVUm21 (1 PVU5 1026m2 s21K kg21) in (d)–(f), andCI5 10 gpm in (g)–(i). In theDJF-mean fields, the days from lag210 to lag 10 have

been removed for eachUB event, where lag 0 denotes its peak day. The area of 608W–308E, 508–708N (908–308W, 508–758N) is marked by the

yellow (violet) box. Stippling denotes the statistically significant region at the 95% confidence level using the Student’s t test.
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America or over North Atlantic high latitudes (the violet box

in Fig. 7) and a positive Z500 response over northern Europe.

For less strong (middle of Fig. 7) and strong (bottom of Fig. 7)

BKS warming, a strong positive Z500 response appears over the

entire Arctic region (Figs. 7h,i), which intensifies with the BKS

warming and extends toward the North Atlantic mid-to-high

latitudes so that the negative Z500 response in the northeast

side of North America disappears for the weak forcing cases.

Associated with the change of Z500, a circumpolar anomalous

easterly is gradually built in mid-high latitudes (Figs. 7b,c).

Correspondingly, the background U and PVy are weakened in

the broad region from North Atlantic to Eurasia. For these two

cases, the background circulation response resembles a negative

Arctic Oscillation (AO2) or a negative NAO (NAO2). Below,

we will quantitatively examine the link between UB propagation

and the background U and PVy.

c. Propagation of UB and its linkage with the background
flow change

This subsection mainly estimates the propagation speed of

the simulated UB event and compare it with the theoretical

prediction based on linear and nonlinear phase speed formulas

presented in Eqs. (3) and (4). For each experiment, the daily

phase speed of the composite UB event is estimated by cal-

culating the zonal distance that its maximum Z500 anomaly

travels per day as shown in Fig. 6e, and then we take the time

average of the daily phase speed of UB from lag26 to 6 days as

its time-mean propagation speed CM. In estimating the theo-

retical phase speeds CP and CNP, we consider the U and PVy

without UB events averaged over 608W–308E, 508–758N (yellow

box in Fig. 7) as the upstream backgroundU and PVy in Eqs. (3)

and (4), but the following results are not strongly altered by the

size of the averaging area. The Z500 anomaly at 608N is used as

the value of Z500max to calculate M0 5cmax/(2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2/Ly

p
) through

the relationship cmax5 Z500maxg/f (where g5 9.8m s22 and f is

the Coriolis parameter) because the maximum amplitude of the

UB is typically centered at about 608N. The blocking amplitude

in Eqs. (3) and (4) is estimated by taking the time mean of the

dailyM0 during the mature phase of UB (from lag23 to 3 days).

On this basis, one can obtain the theoretical phase speeds CP and

CNP using the upstream background circulation and the blocking

amplitude.

We show the relationship of the upstream zonal wind (U),

the linear phase speed (CP), the nonlinear phase speed (CNP),

and the nonlinear term of CNP (CN) against the mean propa-

gation speed (CM) of the simulated UB in a scatterplot

(Fig. 8a). The U and CP show strong positive correlations of

0.97 and 0.83 with the simulated mean propagation speed CM,

respectively. However, the values of U and CP are positive

(eastward), so that they cannot explain the westward propa-

gation of UB. We can see that CNP is closer to CM because the

stars in Fig. 8a are very close to the ideal one-to-one line

(dotted line), and all the values ofCNP are negative.Moreover,

the linear regression of CNP against CM shows a slope of 1.17

that is very close to one, whereas the slopes for U and CP are

smaller than one, suggesting that they underestimate the

change of CM, especially for CP. Therefore, the nonlinear

phase speed CNP can better explain the UB propagation in our

experiments.

We divideCNP into a linear partCP and a nonlinear part CN.

The regression slope of CN against CM is 0.93, which is much

closer to one than that of CP. In other words, the nonlinear

component of CNP plays a more important role than its linear

component in representing the propagation speed of UB. The

FIG. 8. (a) Scatterplots of U500 (dot), CP (cross), CNP (star), and

CN (diamond) that are calculated from Eqs. (3) and (4) against the

time-mean propagation speed CM of the composite UB event for

each individual experiment. The black solid line denotes the linear

regression with the slope denoted by the value of s. The value of r

represents the correlation coefficient, whereas the dotted line de-

notes the line with a ratio of one. (b) Nondimensional DJF-meanU

and PVy averaged over 608–308E, 508–758N on the upstream side of

Eurasia against the strength of BKS warming. To compare U and

PVy, hereU is nondimensionalized by the characteristic wind speed

10m s21 and PVy is nondimensionalized by the scale of 10211 m21.
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change ofCN is mainly determined by the change of PVy because

of CN 52dNM
2
0/(2kPVy) as noted above, when M0 changes

small with BKS warming. However, the change of CP is a total

effect of the changes in U and PVy whose effects on CP are op-

posite as in Eq. (3). Nondimensional U and PVy are analyzed to

compare their responses to different strengths of BKS warming

(Fig. 8b). It is found that nondimensional PVy (red dots) is more

sensitive to the strengthening of BKS warming than the nondi-

mensionalU (blue dots). Particularly, PVy drops rapidly fromT50

toT150 and becomes very small inT150, T175, andT200, resulting

in a large negativeCNP and a strongwestward propagation ofUB.

The weakening of upstream zonal windU and PVy caused by

strong BKS warming would favor the westward propagation of

UB, corresponding to an emerging NAO2 response. Thus, we

need to explore why the Z500 response around Greenland

changes fromnegative to positive asBKSwarming increases and

what slows down the background zonal flow under a strong BKS

warming. The NAO2 following Arctic sea ice loss has been

suggested as a consequence of the downward propagation of the

weakened stratospheric vortex (Baldwin and Dunkerton 2001;

Kim et al. 2014; Sun et al. 2015; Zhang et al. 2018b); thus, it is

likely that the early winter BKS warming modifies the North

Atlantic circulation through the downward influence of the

stratosphere. In the next section, wewill investigatewhether and

how the stratospheric processes interfere with the background

flow andUBpropagation using two sets of nudging experiments.

5. Role of stratospheric processes in changing the North
Atlantic circulation and UB

To examine whether the stratospheric signal can propagate

to the troposphere and influence the North Atlantic when the

BKS warming is strong, we show the time–pressure evolution

of geopotential height response averaged over the polar cap

(north of 658N) and time series of domain-averaged daily Z500

response averaged over Greenland (908–308W, 508–758N; vio-

let box in Fig. 7) in Fig. 9. It is found that the zonal-mean height

response is intensified in the stratosphere and extends down-

ward when the strength of BKSwarming increases (Figs. 9a–c),

implying that the stratospheric response may have a stronger

impact on the tropospheric circulation when BKS warming is

more intense. For a weak BKS warming, the coupling between

the stratosphere and troposphere is weak in November

(Fig. 9a). When the BKS warming is stronger, a significant

troposphere–stratosphere coupling occurs in November and

December, and the following significant tropospheric re-

sponses can persist throughout the winter (Figs. 9b,c). The

stratosphere–troposphere coupling due to Arctic sea ice loss

has been found in previous studies (e.g., Kim et al. 2014; Hoshi

et al. 2019). Our results suggest that the stratosphere–

troposphere coupling intensifies with the increasing strength

of BKSwarming and influences winter tropospheric circulation

when BKS warming is strong.

Moreover, we calculate the domain-averaged Z500 response

in the North Atlantic high latitudes (the violet box in Fig. 7)

and show the results in Figs. 9d–f. It is found that there is no

significant Z500 response over Greenland during the period

from late November to March for weak BKS warming

(Fig. 9d), whereas significant positive Z500 responses are seen

during the winter for less strong and strong BKS warming

(Figs. 9e,f). Especially for T150, the positive Z500 response

grows in December and peaks in early January (Fig. 9f), as-

sociated with a prior downward propagation seen in Fig. 9c.

Thus, the generation of the positive Z500 response in North

Atlantic high latitudes is likely related to the downward

propagation of the stratospheric positive geopotential height

responses that results from strong BKS warming. Many pre-

vious studies also pointed out that the tropospheric response

to a weakened stratospheric vortex occurs mainly in the North

Atlantic (e.g., Baldwin and Dunkerton 2001; Kim et al. 2014).

We further conduct two sets of nudging experiments to ex-

plicitly quantify the Z500 response to different strengths of

BKS warming when the stratosphere–troposphere coupling is

included or excluded. Figures 10a–c show the DJF-mean Z500

responses for only considering the role of the tropospheric

process, whereas Figs. 10d–f are the results considering the

downward effect of the stratospheric processes only. Here, the

DJF-mean Z500 response represents the deviation from that in

CTRL_N. When the stratosphere–troposphere coupling is

numerically suppressed via nudging (Figs. 10a–c) in all three

forcing cases, we can find a negative Z500 response in the

northeast of North America and two positive Z500 responses

in the Eurasian high latitudes and in the east of North Atlantic

midlatitudes, resembling the Z500 response in T50 (Fig. 7g).

Between the negative and positive Z500 responses, anomalous

southwesterly winds are expected to appear (not shown). The

magnitude of the negative Z500 response around Greenland

changes little with the strength of BKS warming. However,

when we only consider the downward effect of stratospheric

processes, the Z500 response turns to be an AO2-like pattern

(Figs. 10d–f), and the magnitude of this AO2 pattern inten-

sifies with the increasing strength of BKS warming. Weakened

westerly winds in North Atlantic mid-high latitudes can be

expected as the AO2 intensifies (not shown). The sum of the

tropospheric process and the stratospheric process (Fig. S7) is

similar to the full response to BKS warming (Figs. 7g–i), in-

dicating the approximately linear additivity of the tropospheric

dynamics and stratosphere–troposphere coupling.

In Fig. 11, we summarize the relative contribution of tro-

pospheric and stratospheric processes to the DJF-mean Z500

response around Greenland (violet box in Fig. 10). The tro-

pospheric process leads to a decrease of the Z500 anomaly over

North Atlantic (blue bar), whereas the stratospheric process

causes its increase (red bar), irrespective of BKS warming

strength. When the combined effect of tropospheric and

stratospheric processes is considered (green bar), the Z500

response in the North Atlantic high latitudes changes from

negative to positive as the BKS warming intensifies, which is

comparable to the total Z500 response in the experiments with-

out nudging (white bar). In the case of weak BKS warming,

the negative Z500 response associated with the tropospheric

process (T50_T) is larger than the positive Z500 response

associated with the stratospheric process (T50_S), resulting

in a weak negative response in total. However, the nega-

tive response due to the tropospheric process gently strengthens

as BKS warming increases. Thus, the rapidly magnifying
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stratospheric downward influence can overcome the negative

response, thus resulting in a positive response in total that

corresponds to the AO2 pattern in Figs. 7 and 10.

The above results indicate that the interference of the

stratospheric downward influence on the tropospheric circu-

lation is essential in explaining the weakening of the North

Atlantic mid-high latitude westerly winds under strong BKS

warming, which may favor the westward propagation of UB.

We examine the time–longitude evolution of composite daily

Z500 anomalies averaged over 508–758N of the UB events for

T50_T, T100_T, and T150_T in Fig. 12. A comparison with

Figs. 6b–d reveals that, as expected, the westward propagation

of UB becomes very small in the absence of stratospheric in-

terference. This further confirms that stratospheric downward

influence is crucial for explaining the nonlinear response of the

UB propagation and persistence to BKS warming.

FIG. 9. (left) Time–vertical evolution of responded geopotential height anomaly that averaged over the polar cap

(north of 658N) and (right) time series of domain-averaged corresponding daily Z500 anomaly around Greenland

(908–308W, 508–758N; as denoted by the violet box in Fig. 7) for (a),(d) T50, (b),(e) T100, and (c),(f) T150. Stippling

in (a)–(c) and red shading in (d)–(f) reflects the statistical significance at the 95% confidence level using the

Student’s t test.
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FIG. 10. DJF-mean Z500 responses with color shading (CI 5 10 gpm) for nudging experiments

(a)–(c) with the tropospheric process only and (d)–(f) with the downward influence of stratospheric

processes only. The area of 908–308W, 508–758N is highlighted by the violet box. Stippling denotes

the statistically significance region at the 95% confidence level using the Student’s t test.
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6. Conclusions and discussion

In this study, we have used a dry dynamic core model to

examine the Ural blocking (UB) response to Barents–Kara

Seas (BKS) warming with different strengths. It is found that

the strength of BKS warming mainly affects the propagation

and local persistence of UB events by modifying its upstream

background tropospheric circulation. As summarized in a

schematic in Fig. 13, the tropospheric background circulation

response to a weak BKS warming leads to a less westward

movement and an increased duration of UB, while in this case

the effect of stratospheric processes is negligible. When BKS

warming is strong, the stratospheric polar vortex weakens

significantly due to the increased propagation of the upward

planetary waves and accompanies a downward propagation

that generates an NAO2 response and reduces the upstream

westerly winds and meridional potential vorticity gradient in

the North Atlantic and European mid-high latitudes, thereby

resulting in an increased westward propagation and a short-

ened duration of UB. In summary, the tropospheric (strato-

spheric) process plays a dominant role in the UB change when

BKS warming is weak (strong) (Fig. 13).

As a result, the UB shows a nonlinear nonmonotonic change

for a linear increase in BKS warming. When BKS warming

is weak, UB becomes quasi-stationary and locally persistent

due to strengthened North Atlantic mid-high-latitude westerly

winds. When BKS warming is strong, the positive response of

blocking frequency shifts to the North Atlantic and the west-

ward propagation of UB is enhanced due to weakened North

Atlantic and European mid-high-latitude westerly winds as-

sociated with the NAO2 response. We have explained how the

weakened upstream background U and PVy affect the UB

propagation using the nonlinear phase speed formula of at-

mospheric blocking (Luo et al. 2019b). It is revealed that the

propagation speed of UB can be well explained by the non-

linear phase speed CNP of blocking wave packet, and the

nonlinear part of CNP dominates the westward propagation

of UB, emphasizing the importance of the upstream PVy in

changing the movement of UB.

In conclusion, we find that the different strength of BKS

warming leads to nonmonotonic and nonlinear changes of the

UB and tropospheric background circulation, and we propose

a mechanism to explain it. The mechanism mainly involves a

balance between the stratospheric influence and the tropo-

spheric influence on the tropospheric circulation over North

Atlantic mid-high latitudes. Our simulations with weak BKS

warmings corroborate the observational findings in Yao et al.

(2017) and Luo et al. (2018) that weak BKS warming favors

persistence and quasi-stationarity of the UB. However, we

further reveal that the UB tends to be westward-shifting when

BKS warming is strong, thus explaining why the UB in

December 2011 shifts westward under extremely low BKS sea

ice. The nonlinear response of UB is closely related to the

mean-state tropospheric circulation response over North

FIG. 11. DJF-mean Z500 anomaly response averaged over the

North Atlantic high latitudes (the violet box in Fig. 10) in the

nudging experiments with the tropospheric process only (blue bar),

with the downward influence of stratospheric processes only (red

bar) and their sum (green bar) for strong (T150), medium (T100),

and weak (T50) BKS warming cases (bars from left to right). The

white bar denotes the total response to BKS warming without

nudging in the T50, T100, and T150 experiments.

FIG. 12. As in Figs. 6b–d, but for (a) T50_T, (b) T100_T, and (c) T150_T, which are three nudging experiments with the tropospheric

process only.
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Atlantic. Our results also support the findings of Petoukhov

and Semenov (2010). They noted that the atmospheric circu-

lation over Eurasia changes from an anticyclonic anomaly to a

cyclonic anomaly when the BKS SIC drops from 100%–80% to

80%–40% with the European Centre Hamburg Atmosphere

Model ECHAM5. In addition, we also further identify the im-

portance of the stratospheric pathway in modifying the tropo-

spheric mean-state over the North Atlantic and the nonlinear

response of UB to BKS warming.

Our results emphasize another degree of complexity in the

linkage between theArctic andmidlatitudes. The impact of the

Arctic sea ice loss and Arctic amplification on the midlatitude

circulation likely depends on the magnitude of the forcing due

to strong nonlinearity in the mid- to high-latitude atmospheric

dynamics and the stratosphere–troposphere coupling, which

might be responsible for some of the discrepancies found in

previous studies. Caution is advised in interpreting the statis-

tical results using linear analysis and the modeling results

with a single forcing magnitude.
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APPENDIX

Coefficients in the Nonlinear Phase Speed Eq. (4)

For a dimensional nonlinear phase speed in Eq. (4),

d
N
5

km�
‘

n51

q
n
g2n[k

2 1m2 2m2(n1 0:5)
2
]

k2 1m2 1F

is a constant nonlinear parameter in experiments,

q
n
5

4k2m

L
y

(
12

(m2 1F2 k2)[F1m2(n1 0:5)
2
]

(k2 1m2 1F)2

),

gn 5 8/{mLy[4 2(n 1 0.5)2]}, k 5 2p/Lx, m 5 22p/Ly, Lx and

Ly are the zonal and meridional wavelengths of the blocking

wave, Lx 5 2pr0cosf/n with a zonal wavenumber of integer n,

and Earth’s radius r05 6371 km. Here we chooseLy5 5000 km,

FIG. 13. Schematic diagram of two scenarios of BKS warming affecting the UB propagation:

(a) a scenario with tropospheric process only for weak BKS warming and (b) a more compli-

cated scenario that induces the tropospheric and stratospheric processes for strong BKS

warming. In the second scenario with strong BKS warming, the weakened stratospheric polar

vortex propagates downward and induces an AO2 response, resulting in weakened westerly

winds in the North Atlantic mid-high latitudes and thus favoring the notable westward prop-

agation of UB, less local persistent UB, and fewer blocked days over the UB region. The

stratospheric process dominates the North Atlantic circulation when BKS warming is strong,

whereas the tropospheric process dominates when BKS warming is weak.
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f0 5 608N, and n 5 2 to represent the typical shape and lo-

cation of Ural blocking; also, F5 1/R2
d, where Rd is the radius

of Rossby deformation. The derivation of CNP can be found in

Luo et al. (2019a,b).
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